Power: Toggle the radio on or off. It is best to instead use the on / off switch on the DuraComm power supply below the radio.

Volume and Monitor: Adjust the volume up and down. The Monitor (MON) button temporarily removes the squelch setting.

Function Panel
   A: Home - return to the RPI Ambulance channel immediately
   B: Scan Add / Delete - adds or removes the current channel from the scan list
   C & D : Group Up / Down - cycles through the groups (up and down)

Channel and Scan: Scroll through channels up and down. Scan (SCN) toggles whether or not the scan feature is active

Channel Map - Group One (General RPI Ambulance Members)
   1) RPI Ambulance
   2) Parking and Transportation
   3) Houston Field House
   4) RPI Public Safety
   5) BLS 340 (Albany Hospitals)
   6) BLS 400 (Troy / Schenectady Hospitals)
   7) EMS 715 (Statewide EMS)
   8) Mohawk Ambulance
   9) Empire Ambulance
  10) Weather

Channel Map - Group Two (Ham Radio Operators Only)
   1) W2SZ 2m Repeater (146.820 [-] No PL)
   2) National Simplex VHF (146.520 simplex, No PL)
   3) K1FFK Mount Greylock Repeater (146.91 [-], CTCSS 162.2)